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At first, I was excited to join this
project because I had heard a lot
about Resolution 1325, but I did not
have any information about it.
During the early stage of the
project, several meetings and
sessions about the resolution were
conducted, where we discussed its
importance and provisions. Then,
we moved to have media training
sessions to prepare for a TV
program that discusses women’s
issues.
I was delighted during this stage
because
studying
media
and
journalism has helped me be one of
the best trainees during the
sessions. And after our complete
preparation, our program entitled
“Influential Women” was launched,
where I was the program's guest in
some episodes while I was the
presenter in others.
This promoted my skills and
refined my abilities, other than
the variety of experiences I have
gained. I also met many influential
female
leaders
in
their
communities whom I admire for
their hard work in defending and
advocating women’s rights and
active participation in society.
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While
the
project
was
operating, the local bodies'
elections were in their second
session, and I was offered to
be a candidate on one of the
lists. Here, I remembered all
the women I met and
admired, so I said to myself, it
is my turn to make my mark
too. So, I went through the
electoral process, which was
one
of
the
special
experiences in my life, which
gave me greater motivation
to work on increasing the
political
participation
of
young
people,
especially
women, because of the
importance of their role in
society. Because of that, an
episode was devoted to my
colleague and me to talk
about this experience.

After the end of our TV episodes
scheduled within the project, we
held meetings with female decisionmakers and influential women in
our areas, which went great in
terms of talking about the political
situation of women and the
difficulties and challenges they face.
I learned about many of their
success stories, which inspired me
to one day become as influential as
they are.
Because of the many issues women
have, we decided to film and
produce videos that carry messages
for women and society, and present
them to people and see their
reactions.
This project is one of the great
projects in which I participated and
enjoyed working, because of its
many benefits in terms of skills and
knowledge as well.

